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Foreword 
In this tutorial, we provide various case studies, which are from easy to difficult and combine theory with 
practice. We hope to improve users’ 3D CAD/CAM skills and techniques with ZW3D. 

  

The tutorial bases on our technical engineers’ years of experience in the industry and ZW3D, which is the 
fruit of a lot of efforts and wisdom. We sincerely hope that the tutorial will do help to you, and your precious 
advice on it is highly welcomed.  

 

There are three series for this tutorial: Primary Tutorial, From Entry to Master Tutorial, and Advanced 
Tutorial. From easy to difficult, they offer a step-by-step learning process that can meet different user needs.  

 

Primary Tutorial series is for users who have little or no prior 3D CAD/CAM experience. If you are green hands 
of 3D CAD/CAM software, or if you are a new user of ZW3D, we recommend that you get started with this 
tutorial. Here you can learn the basic knowledge and concepts of ZW3D, rapidly master the simple operations 
and workflows of ZW3D, and practice simple cases.  

 

From Entry to Master Tutorial series is for users with basic know-how of 3D CAD/CAM software. If you have 
experience in 3D CAD/CAM software and want to master common functions of ZW3D, we suggest that you 
start with this series. Here you can dig deeper into the functions and master more operations of ZW3D. 

 

Advanced Tutorial series is for users with practical experience in 3D CAD/CAM software. If you hope to have 
a comprehensive command of ZW3D and get the complicated operations done independently, you can 
choose to learn this series. Here you can learn to use the software more flexibly and get rich experience to 
increase your efficiency.  

 

What you are learning is ZW3D FTI Module, an Advanced tutorial.  

 

Thanks for being our user! 

The ZW3D Team 
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1  General Introduction 

FTI module contains advanced functions that allow users to unfold a complicated sheet metal part with linear 

and curvy flanges, analyze its forming possibility and generate a report. So, it can offer guidance to the actual 

production and remind people of which part they should pay attention to. It is an extra module based on the 

basic sheet metal module.     

        Key Points: 

 Automatically unfold a complex sheet metal part 

 Fully unfold or partially unfold  

 Generate simulation reports  

 

Following is the ribbon menu for the FTI module in ZW3D: 

 

Figure 1 ZW3D FTI Module 

Generally speaking, the most important features are the three unfold functions. Super Unfold is used to fully 

unfold a complicated external part. Linear Unfold/Advanced Unfold is used to unfold the linear/curvy flange. 

Now, below is an example to show you the details of each command and its related function. 

 

Figure 2 Sample Sheet Metal Part 

2 Define Material Library 

Before any unfold operations, it is necessary to specify the material for the sheet metal part, because it 

contains some important parameters like the K factor.  

In the material library, a series of default materials are provided. You can have a general view of it. If they 

do not fit your needs, you can add new materials to the library.  

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base-> Material Library  

Click the New button, then input the name of the new material and its property parameters and click 

Accept. After that, this customized material will be saved in the list. 
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Figure 3 Configure the material properties 

3 Fully Unfold Complex Sheet Metal Parts 

The whole sheet metal part can be fully unfolded by the Super Unfold command, which is very friendly to 
users.  

 

Figure 4 Fully unfold 

3.1 Super Unfold (Fully Unfold) 

Unlike the normal Unfold command in the Sheet Metal Module, the Super Unfold command can unfold a 
part even it is not created by the ZW3D Flange function. So, it can unfold much complicated parts that 
contain some non-linear flanges or surfaces.  

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base->Super Unfold 

STEP 01 Click the Super Unfold button. 

STEP 02 Select any face on a certain side of the part, then all the faces on the side will be automatically 
selected. (You can select any side of the part, and remember to select all the faces on the side you 
choose.) 
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Figure 5 Choose faces 

STEP 03 Choose the Material and check Fill holes options. Select default values for other parameters. 

STEP 04 After setting the parameters, click OK. The processing time depends on the complexity of your part. 
The unfold result is shown in the image below. 

 

Figure 6 Result of Super Unfold  

Note: The default unfold result should be solid. But if there is a self-intersection in the boundary during the 
unfolding process, then a solid object may not be successfully created. But an unfold boundary can still be 
created. In this case, you need to create the solid by other modeling functions. 

Other parameters of the Super Unfold command will be explained below. 

          

Figure 7 Parameters of Super Unfold  

Parameter configuration: 

Material:  

 

Figure 8 Material setting box 
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Material – You can specify the material for your sheet metal part. K-factor could be affected, and the final 

report could be different based on the material you select. 

Thickness – It determines the thickness of the sheet metal tab in the result. Based on the shape you select; 

the thickness of the part can be automatically recognized. 

Thickness side – Choose the reverse side in the vertical direction of the faces you choose, to determine the 

extension direction of the newly created sheet metal. 

Process: 

 

Figure 9 Process setting box 

From die/Draw die – Form die is the common punch, probably the most common metal stamping dies used 

in the industry, it is less expensive than other metal stamping dies. Draw die is the deep hole punching, it is 

more suitable for metal stamping parts when the material is required to flow or stretch, as opposed to being 

bent or formed. Based on your selection, the result may be a bit different, because the common punching 

method is different from the pull punching (deep hole punching), the draw dies would require multiple steps 

in order to achieve a significant depth in the real production. 

Mesh Setting: 

 

Figure 10 Mesh setting box 

Mesh size – The higher mesh size you select, the smoother surface you will get. 

Fill holes – Select this option, then all the open holes in your part will return to the uncut status after the 
unfold operation. 

 

Figure 11 Fill holes 

Option: 

 

Figure 12 Options dialog box 
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Fix edges/Fix faces – Those edges and faces you select will be fixed on the current position when unfolding 

the sheet metal tab. 

 

Figure 13 Fix certain edges and faces 

Mapping 3D to 2D: 

 

Figure 14 Mapping box 

Curves – Choose the edges on the current fold parts to map them on the unfold sheet metal.  

Map all – Select this option to map all edges on the unfold sheet metal. 

 

Figure 15 Mapping edges on 2D unfold sheet metal 

 

Smooth Type: 

 

Figure 16 Smooth type setting box 

Line & Arc – If you select the smooth type as Line & Arc, then the curve and the surface of the model will 
be displayed as a whole arc line and a complete surface. 

Polyline – If you select the smooth type as Polyline, then the curve will be divided into some discontinuous 
lines and the surface will also be divided into some discontinuous ones. 
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Figure 17 Different smooth types 

Output Option: 

 

Figure 18 Output Option setting box 

Show boundary curves – Check this option to generate the boundary of the unfold sheet metal tab. 

 

Figure 19 Boundary curves 

3.2 Analysis 

This part contains Report and Forming analysis. These two commands will only be available after generating 

the unfold sheet metal parts by the Super Unfold command. 

3.2.1 Report 

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base->Report  

This command will create a general report of the unfold sheet metal parts, containing information like the 

material, area, perimeter, weight, etc.… 

Step 01 Select the save path and then the *.htm report will be automatically generated, as shown in the 
image below. 

 

Figure 20 General report 
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3.2.2 Forming Analysis  

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base->Forming Analysis  

This command provides three forming analysis methods for a sheet metal part after the forming process. So, 

it can simulate the part forming situation and guide the actual production.  

Step 01 Select the analysis type to preview the analysis result on the screen. Three different analysis types 
are introduced below. 

Step 02 Furthermore, you can also export the analysis result to *.htm file and share it with others.  

 

Figure 21 Export to file 

Thickness analysis is used to analyze the thickness of the part, to simulate and calculate the thickness 

everywhere and give you a general view of it.  

 

Figure 22 Thickness analysis 

Thickness strain analysis can simulate the relative deformation during the forming process. 

 

Figure 23 Thickness strain analysis 

Safety zone analysis provides the preview of the wrinkle condition of the sheet metal part after the forming 

process. 

javascript:;
javascript:;
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Figure 24 Safety zone analysis 

4 Partially Unfold Sheet Metal Parts 

Besides the auto Fully Unfold function, we also provide a manual Advanced Unfold function for users to do 

jobs such as partial unfold or creating an unfold flow chart step by step. 

 

Figure 25 Partially unfold 

4.1 Unfold Linear Flanges 

This part is to introduce how to unfold the linear flanges of the sheet metal part, which is not created by 

ZW3D sheet metal tools.  

For those models, before you try to unfold linear flanges, you need to mark the bend position using the Mark 

Bend” command first, so that ZW3D can identify the position to unfold. 

4.1.1 Mark the Bend Surfaces 

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base->Mark Bend  

Step 01 Click the Mark Bend command and choose a fixed face, which is the face you would unfold. 

Step 02 Select the bend faces, the position of the flange to be bent. Or you can click Collect all bends, then 

the program will automatically search all the bends in the model and select it as bend faces. 

Step 03 Click OK, then the bend surfaces will be marked. 
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Figure 26 Specify the stationary face 

 

Figure 27 Mark the bend position 

4.1.2 Unfold Simple Linear Flanges 

Users can use the Linear Unfold” command to unfold the simple linear flanges. 

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base->Linear Unfold  

Step 01 The first two steps are just like Mark Bend command, select the fixed face and the bend surfaces. 

Step 02 Then specify the unfold angle. Normally you can set it to 0. Then click OK. 

Step 03 When you check Add a new forming status option, another model will be created to show you the 

unfold result in the specified direction and distance. 

 

Figure 28 Add new unfold status 

4.2 Unfold Curvy Flanges 

This part is to introduce the Advanced Unfold command, which is used to unfold the complex non-linear 

flanges. 

Since a support face is needed as the expanded layout surface, before using the Advanced Unfold, it is 

necessary to specify a reference face first. 

4.2.1 Create Support Faces 

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base->Support Faces  

Step 01 Choose the bend face that you want to unfold. 

Step 02 Select the fixed edges. The support face will be created based on the edges you select. In most 

cases, you can select the bottom edges of the bend surfaces. 
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Figure 29 Select the bend surface and the fixed edges 

Tip: One thing you should notice is that there is a Scale parameter in the dialog box. Sometimes you need to 
set a high value to create a big surface. The value depends on how big you want the unfold flange to be. 

 

Figure 30 Set the scale value 

Step 03 The support face is created. 

 

Figure 31 Create the support face  

4.2.2 Unfold Curvy Flanges 

FTI ribbon toolbar->Base->Advanced Unfold  

After creating the support face, we can start to unfold the curvy flange. 

Step 01 Select the flange faces you want to unfold. 

Step 02 Select the fixed edges. Normally it is the bottom edges of the bend surfaces. 

 

Figure 32 Select the flange faces and the fixed edges 

Step 03 Select the support face you created in the last command. 
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Step 04 Specify the punch direction. Normally you can specify the normal direction of the unfold faces as 

the punch direction. In this case, it is the Y-Axis. 

 

Figure 33 Select the support face and choose the punch direction 

Step 05 The main parameters have been set up. Now set the material and other parameters as you like, 

then click OK and wait for the program to finish the calculation process. The calculation time will 

depend on the complexity of the flange.  

Note: For other parameters in the dialog box, you can refer to the function Super Unfold. 

 

Figure 34 Result of advanced unfold 

5 Summary 

FTI module can satisfy most needs of users who need to deal with complex sheet metal parts. It is a 

supplementary module of the Basic Sheet Metal module to help users with sheet metal design. No matter 

you need fully unfolded parts or partially unfolded parts, you can always find a solution here. 


